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Abstract
The human body accumulates inert gasses when exposed to higher pressures than
environmental pressure, which in a decrement of the pressure, or decompression, will
expand and form bubbles inside several body tissues. The concentration of inert gasses
depends on pressure and time exposed to the pressure. The more inert gas accumulated
the more time the person has to expend at ascension to get rid of the access.
Professional divers spend lots of time disposing gasses out of their body on their way
up, as they spend lots of time at great depths. What makes the job of the team longer to
accomplish and more expensive to do.
By controlling the proportions of the gas breathed by the diver, we can reduce the
concentration of gasses in blood. Resulting in a safer and faster ascension. The solution
proposed in this document, is a dynamic control of the proportions of a breathing mix
(Oxygen/Nitrogen) used in the actuality. By tuning the proportions of the mix according
to the divers needs, the accumulation of inert gasses is reduced, which leads to an
improvement of the waiting time the divers have to wait before exiting the water, in
addition to their safety.
Instead of sticking to a fix proportion, as it’s done in the traditional diving, the mix will
adapt every moment to the depth of the diver. The automatization of the breathing gas
supply will reduce the human fault accident common at the sector. And will help at the
task of monetarizing the decompression of the diver at ascension. The expected result
is a much faster and safer ascension, what will trim down the time professional works
takes to accomplish, making the diving team more competitive and cheap.
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1. Introduction
As the degree’s final project I have conceptualized, and analysed a new concept of diving
gas mix done dynamically, for the professional environment. This is its memory.
The main idea of this project is that a professional diver, breathing from a hose, could
maximize its time under water by trimming the time he or she waits at the ascension to
the surface. Thanks to the proposed mix control, the diver doesn’t accumulate so much
nitrogen bubbles in blood. In consequence, the diver has less time to wait until he or she
gets out of the water, and the dive is safer and doesn’t have depth limitations as the now
a day models have. In addition, the automatization of the mix, from the surface, reduces
the risks of human faults deaths.
The proposed control system can be easily implemented to already existing equipment,
as many of the sensors and valves already exists, but they are not automatized.
The main project work platform is Matlab, a flexible and powerful program of calculations
and simulations for mathematical models. The code was implemented in a
microcontroller, but not implemented “in situ”, because of the lack of funds, material and
safety measures.

1.1. Project justification
Whenever a professional team of divers are working, normally, one of them spends a lot
of time under water, while the remainder of the team are waiting or controlling the work
he or she is doing. After his work is done, the diver has to get out of the water so another
one substitutes; Ascending from certain depths, having remained there for a long time,
is a slow procedure, because the diver has to stop at certain depths for some lengths of
time, before getting out of the water is safe. Which means time is lost and a major cost
of having people waiting. By speeding up this process, the quality of the workplace gets
better and safer, in addition, of shorten the duration of the work, making the team more
efficient and competitive. In consequence, the team using this dynamical mixture,
described in this project, becomes more attractive and flexible to the potential customer’s
needs.
The main difference between the traditional gas mixtures and the one that I propose, is
the concept of dynamical mixture of gas. While the traditional ones remain constant
proportions, without taking in consideration the diver’s need. A dynamical control of the
mixture can adjust the concentration of the mix according to the divers need. Making the
ascension faster and safer, in addition of a virtually unlimited depth limit.

1.2. Project objectives
The main goals this project is pursuing is the conceptualization of an automatic breathing
blend system for professional scuba divers. Which, through a dynamical control of the
proportions of the mix will reduce the quantity of inert gas stored by diver when working,
resulting in trim of time at the ascension.
The main implementation idea for the system is to add at the air control system case,
which supplies the diver with the breathing mix from the compressor, the electronic
system that will supervise the depth of the diver and adjust automatically the mix
accordingly, in addition to the planning of the safety stops.
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1.3. DAFO Table
To clarify the viability of the project, a table of advantages and disadvantages was done.
Where you may see possible inconveniences or opportunities of this projects solution.
Strengths:

Weakness:

Faster ascends times.
Human fault accidents proof.
Non limit depth.
Autonomous.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Opportunities:

Threats:

There is no other dynamic system in
use for professional diving.
Jobs done faster.

•
•

Additional equipment cost.
Gasses of the mix have to be bought.
Specific type of surface compressor.

•
•
•

Investment cost.
Regulation and homologation.
Testing.

Table 1 DAFO matrix

Looking at the table, we can detect some threats that may not be sufficiently significant
for the benefits that this solution may provide on the long run. The opportunities show
the strategy to follow, what means we can assume as the professional sector should
welcome. However, we should take in mind that this project is missing a direct influence
of the sector and may change in future studies.

1.4. Approached methodology
On carrying out the project I tried to follow a real work flow. Where the first step was to
study the the problem and the necessities of the collative. Then, I followed these steps.
•

Functional definition.

•

Analysis of the model.

•

Design of the system.

•

Simulation of the system.

•

Analysis of the results.

The implementation and field test are not complete at the moment, because of the
missing safety measure and budget to entail.
As the idea of the project wasn’t the creation of a fully terminated project, the
implementation of the possible controller was made on the platform of Arduino, which
was chooses by its flexibility and cost. Both control systems were implemented.

1.5. Final products
The final outcome of this project are two scrips for Arduino in files “.ino”, which have the
controllers ‘algorithms, and the prototype of simulation implemented on an Arduino UNO.
In addition of this memory, which contains great part of the used models and their
fundamentals.
As well as a PowerPoint presentation containing the end results of the project all
together.
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2. Analysis and requirements
2.1. Target user
The target user that was in mind at the conceptualization of this project is the professional
divers, more specifically the surface supplied. The main difference between a
recreational and a professional diving is that the recreational diver is responsible
primarily for his or her own actions and safety, but may voluntarily accept limited
responsibility, whereas the professional diver is part of a team of people with extensive
responsibilities and obligations to each other and usually to an employer or client.
Because of their duties, professional divers spend a lot of time under pressure,
accumulating large quantities of inert gasses in their body, in consequence their
ascensions are slow. Through the use of breathing mixes, divers can reduce the time an
ascension takes, the proposed dynamical mix has as objective the trimming of these
times even further.
Conventionally professional diver is supplied from surface of air, therefor, they are
equipped with special material that is not common in recreational divers or other supply
methods. Divers are equipped with a helmet which frees the mouth, allowing
communications with surface, and may wear camera and a flashlight. The breathing mix
and communication cables, are transferred to the helmet through a hose, umbilical cord.
The air has been compressed at surface to make it this far from the source, which is a
compressor. The fact that the breathing mix is being compressed and passes through
serval controls, makes an easier implementation of the proposed mix, as the mix can be
controlled from the source, at the surface.

Illustration 1 Professional diver. Equipped with umbilical and helmet.

2.2. Current procedure
When a person is exposed to different environmental pressures, like a diver does, the
gasses that he or she breathes have more pressure. Some gasses are absorbed
differently according to their pressure, this happens with oxygen, that at some partial
pressure can become toxic. In the case of Nitrogen, it accumulates on blood. When a
decompression, like in case of ascending, occurs The inert gas (Nitrogen) forms bubbles,
creating problems at the ascension of the diver (such as the decompression sickness).
In consequence, divers take mixes of gasses to avoid or minimize this phenomenon.
The most common breathable mix is the combination of Oxygen/Nitrogen, also known
as “Nitrox", “NOx” or “oxygen-enriched air”, that is just a mix of Oxygen and Nitrogen
(commonly with the proportion of 32% or 36% of oxygen). The main advantage of
increasing the oxygen value is the reduction of Nitrogen, which won’t be absorb as much,
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reducing the quantity stored of it at the body. But the increased concentration of Oxygen
comes with a reduction of the maximum depth before it becomes dangerous.
The time and the depth a diver remains has the biggest impact on the diver’s “Inert
gasses” concentration. By following a series of tables (Illustration 2), particular to mix
they are breathing, the divers can plan the safety stops and the waits the have to preform
while ascending. These tables give the depth of the stops and their wait time; And in
addition, the residual gas the diver has for future dives.

Illustration 2 Decompression table for air

Most of these tables are calculated by a “Diving computer”, a watch like apparatus, which
controls the depth and time of the diver and outputs the safety stops. Diving computers
are becoming a common part of the basic equipment because they make the dives safer
and more reliable than a pre plan of the dive.
To exemplify, a professional diver team needs to do a job at 40 meters, they have to
choose the breathing mix that will adjust to their needs, in this case Nitrox 27 (27%
Oxygen) which have a maximum depth limit of 41.9 meters. Then the divers get these
tables and calculates how much time will remain at the depths, with this information they
can plan the ascension, and how much time it will take to get out. With the proposed mix
these times will be shorter and the changes between shifts will be more agile.
The concept of the proposed dynamic mix is very similar to a type of high risk diving, for
autonomous diving, were the diver carries different bottles of breathing mixes though the
dive, and at each interval of depth he or she switches manually the mix breaded to adapt
to his or her needs. This technique is called “Technical diving” or “Tech diving”. The
proposed breathing mix presented has inspired from this technique, with the big
difference of being supplied from surface and there is no switching of breathing mixes
nor the necessity of caring bottles around, as the mix is dynamically changing, being
safer to user. What makes this proposal perfect for professional diving.
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2.3. Professional diving normative
The target user of this project are professional divers, and because of their work
conditions they have additional normative to stick with. Being this project made in Spain,
is logical to adopt the local normative BOE (“Boletín Oficial del Estado”) on praxis of
professional work under hyperbaric conditions or underwater and safety measures
(BOE-A-2016-10070).
There are some limitations or restrictions impaled by the law that may be interesting to
take into account in a project that tries to optimize this sector.

2.3.1. Total dive per person limitations
As the BOE stipulates any professional diver can do only one dive per shift with a
minimum of 12 hours between dives. The total time of the dive must not exceed 180
minutes, including the decompression.
In some situations, one diver can do two dives per shift, only if the total time of the two,
including decompression, adds up to a maximum of 180 minutes. And the maximum
depth doesn’t reach 50 meters.
The minimum amount of personal in a diving team is 5 persons, where only one must be
the supervisor and the other four divers.

2.3.2. Breathing mix restrictions
It’s forbidden the praxis of autonomous diving, with no source of breathing mix other that
the one the diver carries, in any form of professional work. Neither is free diving
permitted.
The table (Table 2) shows a summary of the mixes allowed and forbidden in function of
the maximum depth of the dive by the BOE. Although Nitrox is used only for the first two
cases, which the most common one is the range of 16 – 42, the BOE itself strongly
recommends the use of mixes of Nitrox which bring more safety, especially at long dives.
Depth

Air

Nitrox

Heliox

0 - 15

Optional

Optional

Forbidden

16 - 42

Optional

Optional (suggested)

Optional

43 - 50

Optional

Forbidden

Optional (suggested)

51 - 60

Forbidden

Forbidden

Obligated

Table 2 Summary of the uses of different gas mixes according to the depth.

2.4. Paul Bert effect (Oxygen toxicity)
Oxygen is the main “fuel” of our body cells, meaning that is the main gas needed for us
to live. If we don’t breathe enough Oxygen for a relative short amount of time, the human
body suffocates, also known as hypoxia. Another phenomenon happens all the way the
other part of the arc, if we breath to much Oxygen, the body can suffer from hyperoxia,
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this is known as Oxygen toxicity or the “Paul Bert effect”. Normally, at atmospheric
pressure the partial pressure of Oxygen is 0.21 ppO2. The main limits of Oxygen’s partial
pressure are 0.1 and 0.5, although normally the upper limit is situated at 1.6 bar.
ppO2

Effects

0.21

Normal atmospheric pressure

0.19

Minimum recommended

0.15

Decreased ability to work strenuously

0.12

Impaired coordination, perception, and judgment occurs

0.10

Poor judgment and bluish lips occur

0.08

Convulsions to death

Table 3 Summary of the syndromes caused by oxygen toxicity

If we take the upper limit as 1.6 bar, then if we take a 100% Oxygen mix, it becomes
toxic at 4,08 meters. For a bottle full of air (0.21% Oxygen) it becomes toxic at 57.8 m.
For a mix of Nitrox 32 (32 % Oxygen) the maximum depth would be 34.4 m.

Illustration 3 Oxygen toxicity (Whole body) curves

As seen in the graph above (Illustration 3) a person who is breathing Oxygen over 1.6
bar starts to loose respiratory capacity at 5 hours. Meanwhile, at these pressures (over
1.6 bar) the risk of a seizure, caused by oxygen toxicity at the nervous system is already
possible.
The diagnostics of Oxygen toxicity before a seizure is difficult to do under water, because
the prior symptoms are easily confused with other factors in common with the conditions
to be underwater.
Warning signs and symptoms, if they do occur, include:
•

visual disturbances, including tunnel vision

•

ears ringing

•

nausea
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•

twitching or muscle spasms, especially in the face

•

irritability, restlessness, euphoria or anxiety

•

dizziness

2.4.1. Oxygen pressure limits
As a consequence of the perils that the Paul Bert effect may produce the communities
and schools of diving has fixed maximum ranges of partial pressures for oxygen.
PADI (Professional Association of Diving Instructors) has situated this limit for enriched
air diving at 1.4 bar. Owing to it keeps the diver at a safe range and it also serve as
margin of error, between the limit and the contingency pressure. The contingency oxygen
partial pressure limit is 1.6 atm. But is strongly discourage to plan a dive whit this
pressure in mind because there is no room for error.

2.5. Breathing mixes
The breathing mixes are just a mixture of gasses with the sole intention of being
breathed. Since 1970 breathing gasses have been used in hyperbaric activities to reduce
the proportion of inert gasses that air contains (78% Nitrogen, 21% Oxygen and others).
The most common breathing gasses are the blends named “enriched-air”, which usually
the inert gasses used in these blends are Nitrogen and Helium.
One may think that if the concentration of inert gasses in the body are the cause of the
decompression problems, why is not used the Oxygen pure? This is true in part, as the
smaller the proportion of inert gasses in a blend, the smaller the quantity gets
accumulated by the body during a dive, what results in less time to wait at the ascension.
However, as the proportion of inert gasses get lower the partial pressure of Oxygen rises,
and at certain pressures Oxygen can become toxic, known as “Paul Bert effect” or
Oxygen toxicity. In consequence, inert gasses are used as diluent for Oxygen. So
depending on the proportions of the mix, the maximum depth limits changes.
The two main types of breathing blends, the Nitrogen variant (“Nitrox”) and the
Helium(“Heliox”). Although Helium is a much faster gas than Nitrogen, making it much
better decompression gas, it also cost 13 times more than Nitrogen. Making it uncommon
to use. This is the main reason why the proposed mix is a variant of Nitrox, as it’s the
most common and cheaper breathing mix.

2.6. Nitrogen narcosis
Nitrogen is what is called an Inert gas, what means that is gas which does not undergo
chemical reactions under a set of given conditions. What means, they can be breathed
it without major side effects. However, under certain pressures, for a depths greater than
30 m, and especial body conditions. Nitrogen can become Narcotic; with a similar state
of alcohol intoxication.
The narcosis effects may be completely reversed in a few minutes by ascending to a
shallower depth, with no long-term effects. Thus narcosis while diving in “open water”
(oceans, seas, lakes, …) rarely develops into a serious problem as long as the divers
are aware of its symptoms, and are able to ascend to manage it.
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2.7. Helium and Gas cost
Being Helium much faster gas than Nitrogen, therefor results in a better gas for
decompression as it gets disposed more easily by our body. There are some mixes used
in professional or technical diving that uses Helium instead or in combination of Nitrogen.
They are “Heliox” combination of Nitrogen and Oxygen and “trimix” Oxygen, Nitrogen
and Helium all together. However, Helium, as Nitrogen does, has some drawbacks. The
inhalation of Helium causes a major loose of body heat, this is solved in high profundity
dive by the use of heated suits. The other major drawback, the main one that causes
Helium to not be a common gas in diving is its price, Helium is 13 times more expensive
than Nitrogen.
•

Oxygen:

0.3$ per 100gr.

•

Nitrogen:

0.4$ per 100gr.

•

Helium:

5.2$ per 100gr.

2.8. Decompression sickness
Decompression sickness or caisson disease, it’s the result of an incorrect
depressurization of the body where the inert gasses dissolved in its tissues come out in
form of bubbles. There are two types of the illness, classified by its symptoms. Type I
“Simple”, where the patient is effected at the skin, lymphatic system and/or the muscular
or skeletal. On the other hand, there is the Type II or “Serious” where the patient may
suffer from damage at the nervous system. Although a diver may suffer from
Decompression sickness, the symptoms of it may not show themselves in a range
between the exiting of the water and 48 hours, however most of the recorded cases, the
symptoms has appeared within 8 hours. Because of the type II symptoms don’t appear
after the Type I, they are treated the same way, just after the type is declared.
The most common symptoms of the caisson disease are headache and pain at the
articulations, specially elbows, shoulders, knees, hips and ankles; followed by the itching
and swollen of these joints.
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3. Model
3.1. Sea water pressure
When we talk about pressure in this document, we are referring to the pressure that
creates the amount of salt water over the head of the diver, whenever he or she gains
depth. Knowing that the average density for the sea water is 1025 Kg/m3, and the normal
surface pressure is 1 atm (1.01 bar), the pressure can be calculated through the depth
in meters:
𝑃𝑑 = 1 + 𝐷 ∙ 0.098
𝑃𝑑 = 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝐵𝑎𝑟𝑠
𝐷 = 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ [𝑚]

3.2. Partial pressures of gasses
The air at the surface, the one that usually we breathe, is not pure Oxygen. In fact, it’s a
combination of gasses Oxygen (20.95%) and Nitrogen (78.09%) and others (Carbon
dioxide, argon, etc.). In consequence, when a person breaths in, he or she is taking 0.21
atmospheres of oxygen, or 0.21 ppO2. But when if this same person is under 5
atmospheres of pressure, the same Oxygen of the same gas mix, he or she is taking
enters at 1.05 atm. This phenomenon is known as “partial pressures”.
The Dalton's law of partial pressures states that “In a mixture of non-reacting gases, the
total pressure exerted is equal to the sum of the partial pressures of the individual gases.”
Mathematically expressed as:
=

𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =

=

𝑃𝑛 =
=>?

𝐶𝑛 ∙ 𝑃𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
=>?

=

1=

𝐶𝑛
=>?

Ptotal = presure of mix;
Cn = proportion of the gas in the mix;
Pn = partial pressure of the gas
The objective of air mixing is the balance of Nitrogen and Oxygen, so it’s breathable and
doesn’t expose so much to Nitrogen, so can prevent its accumulation.

3.3. Gas concentration (Bühlmann algorithm)
The mix that was in mind to control in this project is composed by Nitrogen and Oxygen,
known as “Nitrox”. However, some mixes can also add helium, and be a combination of
Helium/ Oxygen or of three gasses Helium/Nitrogen/Oxygen (known as “Trimix”).
Nitrogen and Helium are gasses known as “inert gasses”, what means, they don’t react
with our body without particular preconditions. However, this doesn’t mean they get out
as they enter, like oxygen more or less does; in fact, they are absorbed by our tissues
forming bubbles.
There are many models of this bubble formation and expansion, but in this project we
will use the first that came, for simplicity. The Bühlmann decompression algorithm is a
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mathematical model of the way in which inert gases enter and leave the human body as
the ambient pressure changes.
Due the differences characteristics in the different tissues, like perfusion (blood flow),
diffusion (rate of gas flow from one place to another) and others, the inert gasses we
breathe are dissolved into tissues at different speeds. Tissues with high rates of diffusion,
which have a good blood supply, build up a gas load more quickly (blood, major organs,
central nervous system are in this typology), also known as “fast” tissues. Other tissues
build up a gas load more slowly like: muscle, skin, fat and bone. Although a fast tissue
will build up a higher inert gas load (“on-gas”) in less time, when the pressure increases,
they will also get rid of that gas load more quickly than a slower tissue when the pressure
drops, “off-gassing”. It is assumed that tissue’s on-gas and off-gas follows the theory of
half-times; Where many natural phenomena are described, including radioactive decay.
The idea is that when a tissue is exposed to a higher inert gas pressure, the gas will flow
into that tissue. After the “half-time” the pressure of gas in the tissue will be half way to
equalling the pressure of the gas outside. After a second half-time, the gas pressure in
the tissue will have risen by half of the remaining difference, by a further quarter, making
it 75%, or three-quarters, of the way to equalling the external gas pressure. After a third
half-time, the rise is 12.5% (87.5% total) and so on. By this method the pressure in the
tissue never quite reaches the same level as the surrounding gas, but after 6 half-times,
it’s close enough and we say the tissue is “saturated”. At this point gas will diffuse into
the tissue at the same rate that it diffuses out and the tissue experiences no further
overall change in gas load. If the pressure then increases, the tissue will begin to on-gas
again. If the pressure reduces, the tissue will off-gas, again following the half-time
principle. After six half-times, the tissue will again be “equilibrated” with its surroundings.
For each tissue half-times will vary for different gasses, since they diffuse at different
rates. For real human tissues nitrogen half-times will vary from a few seconds (blood) to
many hours. For helium, half-times are thought to be about 2.65 times faster than
nitrogen, since helium diffuses more quickly.
If pressure is reduced by too much on a tissue, the gas will be unable to follow the
diffusion route, via the bloodstream, back to the lungs and will form bubbles in the actual
tissue, leading to many of the symptoms that we know as decompression sickness.
So how much pressure reduction is too much? It’s been shown by experimentation that
faster tissues like blood can tolerate a greater drop in pressure than slower tissues,
without bubble formation. One of the main challenges Dr. Buhlmann had to face in
formulating his algorithm, was to quantify this difference in a mathematical formula that
could be used to help calculate decompression profiles.
For Dr. Buhlmann spliced the body into 16 “tissues” or compartments and give them a
range of half-times, from minutes, through to several hours. It’s important to remember
that these are not representing any specific real tissues in the body and the half-times
are simply chosen to give a representative spread of likely values.
The data from these tables was found experimentally. Through time, these tables have
been revised and remade with others parameters. The first one and the more basic is
the ZH-L-16 (“ZH” stands for Zürich; “L” for Limits, and 16 are the number of tissue
compartments)(Table 4):
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ZH-L16A
Compartments

Half-time N2
(min)

N2 value
‘a’

N2 value
‘b’

Half-time He2
(min)

He2 value
‘a’

He2 value
‘b’

1

4

1.2599

0.5050

1.5

1.7435

0.1911

2

8

1.0000

0.6514

3.0

1.3838

0.4295

3

12.5

0.8618

0.7222

4.7

1.1925

0.5446

4

18.5

0.7562

0.7725

7.0

1.0465

0.6265

5

27

0.6667

0.8125

10.2

0.9226

0.6917

6

38.3

0.5933

0.8434

14.5

0.8211

0.7420

7

54.3

0.5282

0.8693

20.5

0.7309

0.7841

8

77

0.4701

0.8910

29.1

0.6506

0.8195

9

109

0.4187

0.9092

41.1

0.5794

0.8491

10

146

0.3798

0.9222

55.1

0.5256

0.8703

11

187

0.3497

0.9319

70.6

0.4840

0.8860

12

239

0.3223

0.9403

90.2

0.4460

0.8997

13

305

0.2971

0.9477

115.1

0.4112

0.9118

14

390

0.2737

0.9544

147.2

0.3788

0.9226

15

498

0.2523

0.9602

187.9

0.3492

0.9321

16

635

0.2327

0.9653

239.6

0.3220

0.9404

Table 4 ZH-L16A

The calculations of this algorithm takes this form:
YZ

𝑃𝑐 = 𝑃𝑏 + 𝑃𝑔 − 𝑃𝑏 ∙ 1 − 2XY[Y
𝑃𝑐
𝑃𝑏
𝑃𝑔
𝑡𝑒
𝑡ℎ𝑡

= 𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢r𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝐵𝑎𝑟
= 𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝐵𝑎𝑟
= 𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑔𝑎𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑒d 𝑖𝑛 𝐵𝑎𝑟
= 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠
= 𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑓 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠

The algorithm applied in Illustration 4 shows the concentration of Nitrogen in every
compartment in front of a step profile of a depth 20 m for 30 min, in which the diver starts
at 20 meters and after 30 minutes the diver goes to 0 meters (surface).
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Illustration 4 Compartment response in a step (20 meters; 30 minutes)

In Illustration 4 shows the 16 different pressures of inert gasses for each compartment
of the body. The fastest tissues (the top ones of the Illustration 4), are the first of getting
filled with gas and the fastest to dispose them. But at the end they are restricted by the
slower ones, that doesn’t dispose the gas as quickly.
In the table above (Table 4) we can also see two extra values apart from the half-time.
These values, ‘a’ and ‘b’, come from half-time and they are a relation made by Buhlmann
to calculate the maximal decompression without bubble formation.
Where ‘a’ and ‘b’ come from:
?

𝑎 = 2 · 𝑡ℎ𝑡 Xc
?

𝑏 = 1.005 − 𝑡ℎ𝑡 Xe
These values take form as the maximum pressure release before bubble formation:
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑃𝑐 − 𝑎 · 𝑏
Let’s put an example, a diver appears at 40 meters (4.92 bars) for 35 minutes, without
any residual pressure, and it’s breathing air (79% Nitrogen). So the formula takes this
form:
cj

𝑃𝑐 = 0 + (0.79 · 4.92 − 0)(1 − 2XY[Y )
And it produces 16 values, one for each compartment. So if the diver would like to get to
the surface we need to get the maximum ascension limit.
𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

𝑃𝑐 − 𝑎 · 𝑏 − 1
0.098

Where we found 16 different depths, where the smallest is -11.03 m (compartment 16)
and the maximum is 3.36 m (compartment 3). The negative values are not taken under
consideration because they already over the sea level. On the other hand, the maximum
value marks the maximum depth the diver can ascent to, in this case the diver can ascent
up to 3.36 meters below the surface, and wait there until the body releases enough gas
to get to the surface. Of course these numbers are at 40 meters and 35 minutes, on your
way up you are already getting rid of some gasses, so the the pressures have to be
monitored also at the ascension.
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Returning to the example of Illustration 4, the ascesnsion ceiling of the dive would be
shown as the following illustration (Illustration 5).

Illustration 5 Ascension ceiling in a step (20 meters; 30 minutes)

3.4. Decompression stops
As the diver goes upwards, the calculus explained before in this document, tell the diver
where is the maximum stop to “off-gas” his concertation of inert gases from the body
tissues. This stops are called decompression stops. They are periods of time which the
diver must spend at a relatively shallow constant depth, to avoid decompression
sickness. The practice of making decompression stops is called staged decompression.
Normally, for the commodity and safety of the diver, the stops are made at multiples of
3. For example, at the last calculus made on the last section, the maximum depth the
diver could ascend was 3.36 meters. Applying this method, the diver will stop at 6 meters
against the calculated 3.36 meters.
Decompression can be accelerated by lowering the inert gas fractions, and as a result
of increased oxygen proportion. This will result in a greater difference of pressure in the
tissue, and consequently will accelerate the disposal of these inert gasses, for a relatively
low risk of bubble formation.
The use of pure oxygen for accelerated decompression is limited by oxygen toxicity. This
technique is used un commercial and military divers. By suppling pure Oxygen at the last
decompression meters, normally at 3 meters so the partial doesn’t rise above 1.4 bar.
The main objective of the proposed mix is the reduction of the time these decompression
takes. Because the proposed mix is dynamical, the diver is not exposed as much to inert
gasses as he or she is in traditional methods, so the decompression time is reduced. But
in addition, as the diver ascends the mix is giving a proportional amount to Oxygen,
making an accelerated decompression during all the ascension, not just the last meters.
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4. Design
4.1. Choice of gasses
Being Oxygen toxicity the only real restriction, for any breathing blend, the main focus of
the dynamic mix proposed is to proportionate the maximum Oxygen at any time to the
diver, while maintaining a safe margin to the Oxygen toxicity partial pressure threshold,
by the control of the proportions of inert gasses in the mix.
From the different Enriched-air mixes, Heliox (Helium/Oxygen) is the better
decompression gas, as helium is much faster entering and exiting the body. But it’s price,
13 times more expensive than Nitrogen, makes him unavailable for the great majority of
diver teams. In consequence the most common breathing mix is Nitrox, mix of
Oxygen/Nitrogen, and for this reason nitrox was chosen to be the combination of gasses
for the proposed dynamical mix.

4.2. Solution proposed
The proposed method is a dynamic mix of the combination of two gasses, Oxygen and
Nitrogen, intended to supply the diver with the maximum Oxygen possible at any depth,
before Oxygen toxicity becomes a problem. So the diver is always breathing the minimal
part of inert gas, reducing the accumulation of it and trimming ascension times. As
opposite to the traditional approach, where the common praxis is to fix a proportion of
Nitrogen, adequate for the maximum depth the diver will reach. Let me exemplify, if a
professional diver team has to do a work at 40 meters underwater, they have to choose
a Nitrox mix for that depth like Nitrox27 (27% Oxygen), which maximum depth is at 41.9
meters. If the same team chooses to perform the same work using the proposed dynamic
mix, they don’t need to bring any premade blends, because the algorithm tunes
automatically the mix according to the depth where the diver is situated.
Departing from the partial pressure formula, where:
𝑃𝑑 = 𝑐𝑛 · 𝑃𝑑 + 𝑐𝑜 · 𝑃𝑑
𝑃𝑑 = 𝑐𝑛 · 𝑃𝑡 + 𝑝𝑝𝑂
𝑃𝑑 − 𝑃𝑑 · 𝑐𝑛 = 𝑝𝑝𝑂 → 𝑃𝑑 1 − 𝑐𝑛 = 𝑝𝑝𝑂

𝑐𝑛 = 1 −

𝑝𝑝𝑂
𝑃𝑑

𝑃𝑑 = 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑎𝑡 𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ 𝑏𝑎𝑟
𝑐𝑛 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑁𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒.
𝑐o = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑂𝑥𝑦𝑔𝑒𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒.
𝑝𝑝𝑂 = 𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑘 [𝑏𝑎𝑟].
So, the solution proposed is an open loop control of the mix breathed, where the partial
pressure of oxygen is fixed and it searches the minimum Nitrogen partial pressure for
the depth the diver is currently in. Making the descent and the ascension with the minimal
accumulation of Nitrogen possible, helping the body get rid of these bubbles. Cutting
down time and depth for each decompression stop.
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4.3. Safety margin
The proposed system maintains the partial pressure of Oxygen at a constant pressure,
this pressure can be modified, to adjust the curve or the consumption of the diver at
different depth. By default, the system is configured at 1.4 bar of ppO2, which is the
recommended partial pressure by professional institutions, so it has a safety range
between 1,4 and the maximum limit of 1,6 bar, at which the diver is exposed at the perils
of the Paul Bert effect (Oxygen toxicity).

4.4. Depth profile
As the dive carries on, the diver changes his position respect the surface. A depth profile
is the historical of the depth the diver has reached during his or her dive. In this document
we present three different depth profiles, so the comparison between the gas mixes is
more extended, as the diver may not always follow the same profile behaviour. For
analysis intentions, the time of the dive is fixed to 180 minutes (3 hours), the maximum
one dive can be working under water by law, and a maximum depth of 40 meters. Take
in mind these limits are just a reference, they could be larger or smaller, it will depend on
the diver needs.
Note: Depth measures respectably the surface, Surface = 0 meters.

Illustration 6 Depth profile straight.

Illustration 6 shows a dive profile where the diver just gets down to the maximum depth
(40 meters) and stays there for (120 minutes).
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Illustration 7 Depth profile mixed

The Depth profile at Illustration 7 has a mixed behaviour, where the descent is more
progressive and stepped.

Illustration 8 Depth profile saw teeth

In Illustration 8 the depth profile shows a behaviour where the diver goes up and down
in a saw teeth pattern, with an amplitude of 10 meters.
Note that the depth profiles don’t end at the surface nor have an ascension part, that’s
because as the mix changes between the three different ones that are proposed further
in this document, the ascension plans are different, so their profile.
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4.5. Comparisons
The gasses used for comparison are the most common ones. I first place we have Air,
taken freely from the atmosphere were its composition is 21% Oxygen and 79%
Nitrogen.
The second one is a mix of pure Oxygen and Nitrogen, called “Oxygen entrenched Air”
or Nitrox; The chosen concertation is Nitrox 27 because the most common mix of Nitrox
(Nitrox 32) gets off of bounds, becoming toxic at 34 meters versus our proposed max
depth of 40 meters. Alternately, I use as alternative the mix of Oxygen entrenched Air:
Nitrox 27 (27% Oxygen), which becomes toxic at 41.9 meters.
And finally, the proposed mix which is a dynamical proportion of the two gasses (Oxygen
and Nitrogen).

4.5.1. Concentrations behaviours
The Mixes of Nitrogen and Air are constant so in the tables will be displayed as a straight
line at their nitrogen concertation values, 0.79 for Air and 0.73 for Nitrox 27. On the other
side, the solution proposed is a dynamical mix which will change as the time advances,
reflecting the dive profile as it adjusts the proportions of the mix. Illustrations below show
the respective behaviours the mixes adopt on their dive profiles.

Illustration 9 concentration mixes for the straight depth profile
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Illustration 10 concentration mixes for the mixed depth profile

Illustration 11 concentration mixes for the saw teeth depth profile

4.5.2. Dive profiles (with ascension)
Appling the theory of Gas concentration (Bühlmann algorithm) to the previous depth
profiles and Nitrogen concentrations (see: 4.4 Depth profile and 4.5.1 Concentrations
behaviours) can be simulated the hole dive for each breathing mix.
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Illustration 12 Complete depth profile (delay)

On the illustration above (Illustration 12) can be seen the evolution of the dives with the
different breathing gasses and their ascension ceiling, in the dot line. As it can be seen
the duration of the decompression stops are much longer at Air than the proposed Mix
(dynamic mix) or even Nitrox ones, which proves by Air is the less effective gas. The
curve of the two static gases are parallel to each other as their behaviour are very similar.
While the dynamic behaviour of the proposed mix the concentration of inert gasses
during the dive is reduce, and the ascension is accelerated because it acts as an
accelerated decompression, making the dynamic mix faster than the others. Where the
diver using the dynamic mix gets out of water in 235 minutes, whereas the user of Nitrox
27 or Air get out in 311 or 375 minutes, respectably. This means that one diver using the
proposed mix can get out 140 minutes (2,3 hours) earlier than the user of Air. Similar
graphs tell us the same information for the different dive profiles, like the two below:

Illustration 13 Complete depth profile (mixed)

The results of the dive at the Illustration 13 once again shows the dynamic mix getting
a better result in the exit time (207 min), whereas the Nitrox 27 has 258 min, and Air 297
minutes. A maximum difference, between the dynamic mix and Air, is of 90 minutes (1,5
hours).
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Illustration 14 Complete depth profile (saw teeth)

At the Illustration 14, the dynamic mix diver exits the water 220 min since he or she got
in. The Nitrox 27 diver gets out in 286 min, and the Air one 331 minutes. A difference of
111 minutes (1,85 hours) of difference between Air and the dynamic mix.

4.6. Implementation
The professional diver is linked to the surface by the umbilical cord which supplies him
or her of the breathing mix and allows the communication between the diver and the
surface team. The breathing gas can be supplied by a low pressure compressor or from
high pressure reserve. In the case of a high pressure reserve supply the gas pressure is
reduced by a regulator, which facilitates de gas blending operation in case of using
breathing mixes. On the other hand, low-pressure compressors are often the air supply
of choice for surface-supplied diving, as it is virtually unlimited in the amount of air. But,
being the project about dynamic mixes, a low pressure compressor limits the
manipulation of the gas proportions.
The proposed blending system is the high-pressure storage, as its easier to control and
implement. This procedure is a continuous dynamic bending operation which uses
storage of high-pressure tanks of pure gasses, which form the composition of the
breathing mix. The high pressure of these tanks are reduces with regulators at their
partial pressures for the breathing mix, followed by passing these gasses through a
mixing tube, which boosts the homogeneity of the blend. At the end of the mixing tube,
the blend is analysed in propose to ensure the composition of the mix. Lastly, the blend
is compressed at a pressure for storage at bottles in future use, or in our case for the
supply of the diver.
The most common type of mixing tube is a large bore tube with a series of internal baffles
which create turbulence in the mixture, which causes fairly rapid mixing to a homogenous
blend.

Illustration 15 Mixing tube

The output of the mixing tube is continuously analysed, what allows adjustment of flow
rate of the added gases to correct the mixture if it deviates from the objective blend
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concentration. The sensor usually used is an oxygen sensor, or also known as lambda
sensor, which consist of an electronic device that measures the proportion of oxygen in
the gas analysed. Or also could be used an electro-galvanic fuel cell, which is an
electrical device one for measuring the Oxygen concentration of a blend by the chemical
reaction of potassium hydroxide in contact with oxygen.
The blended gases at the intake to the compressor will be at a pressure slightly below
ambient, due to losses in the blending tube. In consequence, the mix needs to be
compressed to be stored or supplied to the diver. With Compression of mixtures with a
high fraction of oxygen are an increased fire hazard, and the compressor lubricant must
be compatible to minimise this risk.
The proposed system will actuate on the regulators at the high pressure storage, which
determinates the proportion of the blend. First of all, the initial pressure is reduced at
pressure more manageable and then, passed through electronic regulators which will
communicate with our controller. In the case of Oxygen, special regulators for flammable
gasses.

Illustration 16 High Pressure Electronic Controller EPR-300 by Equilibar

4.6.1. Security and failures
As any electronic driven device, it holds a small range of failure, increased by the salinity
of the environment. Because, this controller is maintaining the right amount of oxygen,
which may become toxic in case failure, therefore, there must be safety systems or
alternative in case of fatal errors.
The traditional approach ensures the response on failure by human dependent response.
All professional divers breath from the mix proportioned by surface via umbilical. This
doesn’t mean that is the only source of breathing mix they have. Normally, professional
divers bring a small bottle of air with them, although it’s not used in the dive, it serves as
an emergency source in case of failure, with only on turn of a helmet’s valve, the source
of the breathing mix is switched from the umbilical to the emergency bottle, enough air
for an emergency ascension.
The automatization of the breathing mix by a controller does not substitutes the worker
on surface, as he or she is the manager of the work, which talks to the divers and tells
the diver what to do. In case of system failure, the manager is in front of the apparatus
and he can easily advice the diver and switch the valves from the compressor,
mechanically, to a constant mix safe to breath.
An inherent safety design is a technique for critical systems, so in the eventuality of
failure the level of danger remains low. An example of inherent safety design can be the
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brakes of the trains, which are design to be permanently closed and the control system
open them, so in case of failure of the control the train stops or slows down. In our case
is we may have something similar. At the input of the compressor we may have a switch
valve which default state is an intake of the ambient air and our control system maintains
the valve feeding the compressor from the high pressure storage. So if our system fails,
the diver is going to breath air which has range enough to be safe at the legal situations,
from 0 to 50 meters of depth.
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5. Prototype
As an implementation and simulation of the proposed mix, the model have been
implemented in the environment of microcontrollers “Arduino”. The Controller received
the depth of the diver, simulated by a variable resistor, and the controller calculates the
nitrogen proportion. With this data, the Arduino calculates the maximum ascension
ceilings and serves as a diving computer. It also has incorporated serval warnings to
help the surface.

5.1. Flow Diagram

Illustration 17 Flow diagram implementation Arduino
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5.2. Pseudo-code
Warping all the content of the model the pseudo code of the control should look
something like:
initializeVar();
while (true) {
TotalTime += sample;
depth = getDepth();
Cn = calutateNitrogen();
//Calculating concetrations at the 16 comparments
for (int i = 0; i < 16; i++) {
Pc[i] = Pans[i] + ((depht*0.098+1)*Cn – Pans[i])*(1power(2,-sample/tht));
}
Pans = Pc;
//Searching the maximum depth
maxD = ((Pc[0] - a[0]) * b[0] - 1)/0.098;
for (int i = 1; i < 16; i++) {
float a = ((Pc[i]-a[i])*b[i] - 1)/0.098;
if (maxD < a) {
maxD = a;
}
}
maxD = max(0, maxD);
//Next Multiple of 3
maxD = getNextMultipleOf3(maxD);
if (depth > maxD) {
AlarmDeco();
}
//Check for fast ascensions
if (maxD != 0) {
AlarmDeco();
}
if (curentTime+decoTime > 180 ) {
AlarmTime();
}
tempDepth = depth;
}
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5.3. Diagram
The prototype diagram for the controller is quite simple as it just the light display for the
warning signs and the potentiometer for the simulation of the depth gauge. The
processing of the data and the representation are made via serial port, calculated at the
controller and displayed at an Matlab environment.

Illustration 18 Prototype diagram circuit

The Matlab provides the plotter for the Arduino, which sends by serial port: depth,
ascension ceiling, nitrogen proportion and emplaced time to ascension.

Illustration 19 Matlab display prototype
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6. Results
The end results of the simulations have shown a very promising breathing mix, with a
large improvement over other methods. Improving the ascension times, which was one
of the main objectives of the project.
Although the system has virtually no depth limit, it is constricted by law regulations to a
maximum of 42 meters, as it falls under the Nitrox blends (Table 2). All through, being
the range from 0 to 42 meters is not a big inconvenience, as this range is the most
common for professional divers to operate.
Introducing automatizations on a sector which the major part remains manual, as the
traditional mixes currently are, may bring a safer and more controlled environment to
work at.

6.1. Example 1
For example, if we take a team of 4 divers and the work they have to do takes 5 days,
using air. The total cost of the job is around 50.000€ (4 x 2.500€), in which every day is
done 1 dive of 6,25 hours, 6,25 hours x 5 days = 31,25 hours per diver; So the price of
the hour is about 400€.
Using the proposed solution, and supposing each dive they do a depth profile like the
one shown at Illustration 11. Each dive is trimmed 2.3 hours, making them into a length
of 3.95 hours. So in total the dynamic mix trims 11.5 hours per diver, and the total work
is reduced 46 hours. In consequence, 46 hours x 400€ = 18.400€ saved. Making the job
cost 31.600€ of 50.000€.

6.2. Example 2
One recent event that the proposed mix may had been helpful was the Costa Concordia
refloating. As the job divers did was not in the same depth, but all along the shipwreck,
in consequence the dive profile wouldn’t be lineal, it would look more or less like a saw
like pattern as Illustration 8. Where the proposed dynamic mix would had trimmed the
duration the job took.

6.3. Advantages and flaws
Although the dynamical mix shows faster decompression times than the other gasses,
the fact that it needs two big high-pressure reserve to work, and one of them is a
flammable gas, may be intimidating or generate problems with the available space at
surface.
One system of this capabilities perhaps can be overkill for some types of works at
shallower depths. But in at works, at which time is important, the proposed mix can be a
great solution. One possible solution to this flaw could be the configuration of the
controller for simple mixes, so the controller can do both the dynamic and statics.

6.4. Possible Extensions
However, there are still ways to improve and polish. One possible line to extend this
project further could be the implementation in the real world. As it stands now, the project
only explained the framework of a real implementation of the breathing mix controller.
Where, the electronic and mechanical system will be designed and implemented.
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As it is the proposed control for the breathing blend is an open loop control, a possible
future line to extend the project is the closure of the control loop of the mix. Closing the
loop will improve the reliability of the mix before the diver breathes it, what will increase
the safety of the system for a possible implementation in the real world. The control loop
will actuate on the regulators of the high-pressure storage and can be closed by getting
the error at the end of the mixing, after the mixing tube; and for extra safety, the breathing
blend can be double checked at the diver’s end, after passing through the umbilical.
There are parts of the control that have been simplify that also may bring more reliability
to the system, such as the delay of the gasses as they travel through the umbilical cord,
or the buffer of the gas in the umbilical cord.
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8. Annex
8.1.1. Simulation code Matlab
%% Modelitzation
syms t;
run('ZHL16.m');
%% Assignation
h = 1;
T = 180;
co = 1.4;
PcnAns = 0;
%% Depth
t = 0:h:T;
Dmax = 40;
D = Dmax*(1- 1./(1 + exp(t./6 - 5)));
%D = DepthGenSaw(Dmax,T);
%D = depthGen(Dmax,T);
%% Simulation
figure(1); hold on; grid on;

%
%
%
%

Sample time
Time of the descend in minutes
Oxigen fixed partial presure.
Already acumulated Nitrogen.

% delay
% sawtheeth
% Profilo

i = 0;
Pd = []; pcm = []; c = [];
for t = t
i = i+1;
Pd(i) = 1+ D(i) * 0.098;
cn = max(1 - co/Pd(i),0);
% Mix controll
cn = 1 - 0.27;
% Nitrox 27 [Max depth. 41. m]
cn = 1 - 0.21;
% Air
c(i) = cn;
Pcn = concentrationNitrogen(Pd(i)*c(i), PcnAns, h);
PcnAns = Pcn;
pcm(i) = max(max((((Pcn - ZHL_Table.Na).*ZHL_Table.Nb)-1)./0.098),0);
end
% plot(c);
% plot(pcm);
% plot((Pd - 1)/0.098);
%% Ascension
while (pcm(length(pcm)) ~= 0)
D(i) = max(D(i-1)-8, stepMultiple3(pcm(i-1)));
Pd(i) = 1+ D(i) * 0.098;
cn = max(1 - co/Pd(i),0);
% Mix controll
cn = 1 - 0.27;
% Nitrox 27 [Max depth. 41. m]
cn = 1 - 0.21;
% Air
c(i) = cn;
Pcn = concentrationNitrogen(Pd(i)*c(i), PcnAns, h);
PcnAns = Pcn;
pcm(i) = max(max((((Pcn - ZHL_Table.Na).*ZHL_Table.Nb)-1)./0.098),0);
i = i+1;
end
plot(c)
plot(-pcm)
plot(-D)
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8.1.2. ZHL16.m
%% ZHL16 structure
ZHL_Table(1).name = 'ZHL16';
ZHL_Table.HalfTimeN = [4 8 12.5 18.5 27 38.3 54.3 77 109 146 187 239 305 390 498
635];
ZHL_Table.HalfTimeH = [1.5 3 4.7 7 10.2 14.5 20.5 29.1 41.1 55.1 70.6 90.2 115.1
147.2 187.9 239.6];
ZHL_Table.Na = 2*power(ZHL_Table.HalfTimeN,-(1/3));
ZHL_Table.Nb = 1.0005-power(ZHL_Table.HalfTimeH,-0.5);
ZHL_Table.Ha = 2*power(ZHL_Table.HalfTimeH,-(1/3));
ZHL_Table.Hb = 1.0005-power(ZHL_Table.HalfTimeN,-0.5);
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8.1.3. Concentration Nitrogen
function [Pc] = concentrationNitrogen(Pg, Pans, t)
HT_N = [4 8 12.5 18.5 27 38.3 54.3 77 109 146 187 239 305 390 498 635];
Pc = Pans + (Pg - Pans) .* (1 - power(2, -(t./HT_N)));
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8.1.4. Arduino Reader
clear all;close all; clc;
% clear variables and
close graphic windows
%% serial config.
delete(instrfind);
% close all open ports
pause (1);
number_of_samples=1000;
% number of samples 1000? 20 ms= 20 seconds
number_of_samples=200;
% number of samples 200? 20 ms= 4 seconds
number_of_samples=180;
% number of samples 200? 20 ms= 4 seconds
s=serial('/dev/cu.usbmodem1411');
% declare structure
's'(check the correctCOM port)
set(s,'baudrate',9600);
% configurate the velocity
of communication
fopen(s);
% open the port
%% Gathereing
depth = [];
cn = [];
maxD = [];
ascTime = [];
t=[];
Ts=0.2;
% sample time
figure('Position',[100,300,600,300]);
disp ('Waiting')
startchar=0;
% Waits for the initilizing char ':'
while(startchar~=58)
% starts when read ':'
startchar=fread(s,1,'char');
end
disp ('Start capture')
time=0;
for i = 1:number_of_samples
while s.BytesAvailable<32 % Waits for 40 bits at the buffer(18)
end
fread(s,1,'char');
depth(i)=str2double(strcat(fread(s,7,'char')'));fread(s,1,'char');
cn(i)=str2double(strcat(fread(s,7,'char')'));fread(s,1,'char');
maxD(i)=str2double(strcat(fread(s,7,'char')'));fread(s,1,'char');
ascTime(i)=str2double(strcat(fread(s,7,'char')'));
time = time + 1;
t=[t time];
plot(t, depth, t, cn, t, maxD, t, ascTime);
axis([0 number_of_samples+10 0 42]);
grid on;
drawnow;
flushinput(s);
end
fclose(s);
%%
legend('Depth', 'Nitrogen Porpotion', 'Ascension ceiling', 'ascension time')
disp ('End capture')
xlabel('Time');
ylabel('Meters');
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8.2. Arduino Code
#include <SimpleTimer.h>
SimpleTimer timer;
float thtN[] = {4, 8, 12.5, 18.5, 27, 38.3, 54.3, 77, 109,146, 187, 239,
305, 390, 498, 635};
float Pc[16];
float Pans[16];
float AB[2][16];
float depth, cn, maxD, tmpPc, tmpPans, tmpDepth;
int diveTime, ascTime, tmpTime;
char depth_output[12], cn_output[12], maxD_output[12],
ascTime_output[12], diveTime_output[12];
boolean hasStarted;
//Reads the potenciometer and translates the value to a range [0 , 40]
meters
float readDepth() {
return ((float)analogRead(0) / 1023) * 40;
}
//Gives the next multiple of 3
int nextMultiple3 (int D) {
return (3 - (D % 3)) % 3 + D;
}
//Gives the porpotion of Nitrogen in the mix
float getNitogen(float d) {
return max(1 - 1.4f / (d * 0.098f + 1), 0);
//return 0.78;
//AIR
}
//Prints at the serial port the outputs
void serialPrint() {
dtostrf(depth, 7, 3, depth_output);
dtostrf(cn, 7, 3, cn_output);
dtostrf(maxD, 7, 3, maxD_output);
dtostrf(ascTime, 7, 3, ascTime_output);
Serial.print(":");
Serial.print(";");
Serial.print(";");
Serial.print(";");

Serial.print(depth_output);
Serial.print(cn_output);
Serial.print(maxD_output);
Serial.println(ascTime_output);

}
//Calculates how much time the diver will wait in decompression.
void timeToExit() {
ascTime = 0;
for (byte i = 0; i < 16 ; i++) {
tmpTime = 0;
tmpPc = Pc[i];
tmpPans = Pans[i];
tmpDepth = max(0, (((tmpPc - AB[0][i]) * AB[1][i]) - 1) /
0.098f);
while (tmpDepth > 0) {
tmpPc = tmpPans + (getNitogen(tmpDepth) * (tmpDepth *
0.098f + 1) - tmpPans) * (1 - powf(2, -(1 / thtN[i])));
tmpPans = tmpPc;
tmpDepth = max(0,(((tmpPc-AB[0][i])*AB[1][i])-1)
/0.098f);
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tmpTime++;
}
if (ascTime < tmpTime) {
ascTime = tmpTime;
}
}
}
//Calculates the Nitrogen Concentration
void tick() {
diveTime += 1;
depth = readDepth();
cn = getNitogen(depth);
for (int i = 0; i < 16 ; i++) {
Pc[i] = Pans[i] + (cn * (depth * 0.098f + 1) - Pans[i]) * (1 powf(2, -(1 / thtN[i])));
Pc[i] = Pc[i];
Pans[i] = Pc[i];
}
maxD = (Pc[0] - AB[0][0]) * AB[1][0];
for (int i = 1; i < 16; i++) {
if (maxD < (Pc[i] - AB[0][i]) * AB[1][i]) {
maxD = (Pc[i] - AB[0][i]) * AB[1][i];
}
}
maxD = max((maxD - 1) / 0.098, 0);
maxD = nextMultiple3(ceil(maxD));
timeToExit();
serialPrint();
}
//Checks for alarm situation or warnings
void ledSignals() {
//RED: diver has passed the decompression ceilling
if (depth < maxD) {
digitalWrite(5, HIGH);
} else {
digitalWrite(5, LOW);
}
//Yellow: Notifcation to start the ascension
if (diveTime + ascTime > 175) {
digitalWrite(4, HIGH);
} else {
digitalWrite(4, LOW);
}
//Green: off when no decompression needed
if (maxD == 0) {
digitalWrite(3, HIGH);
} else {
digitalWrite(3, LOW);
}
}
//Initialitzation
void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600);
for (int i = 2; i < 7; i++) {
pinMode(i, OUTPUT);
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digitalWrite(i, LOW);
}
for (int i = 0; i < 16; i++) {
AB[0][i] = 2 * powf(thtN[i], -(float)(1 / 3));
AB[1][i] = 1.0005f - powf(thtN[i], -0.5f);
}
timer.setInterval(200, tick);
timer.setInterval(20, ledSignals);
}
void loop() {
if (hasStarted) {
timer.run();
} else {
if (readDepth() == 0) {
hasStarted = true;
digitalWrite(2, HIGH);
}
}
}
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